GASTRONOMY

OUTSTANDING SOUND QUALITY AND EASY TO OPERATE.
Offer your guests an experience they will never forget

Atmosphere to enjoy and linger a while
Outstanding sound quality accentuates the atmosphere of your business and creates a close connection with your guests. The music you play makes you unmistakable to your target group. This is equally true for restaurants or bars playing discreet background music, and for bistros and clubs in which a louder volume helps to create the right vibe. Our audio solutions ensure that your guests feel right at home from the moment they enter your venue.

Easy for your staff to operate, flexible options for any space
Your staff should be able to focus fully on the needs of guests and not waste unnecessary time on operating or fixing faults with the audio system. Our Business Music Systems with their intuitive operation and smart, automated settings attuned to your needs will impress not only your guests, but your staff too.

Expert planning

Delivery of preinstalled, ready-to-connect device technology by Bose pro partners.

Preparation of detailed wiring diagrams by Bose pro partners.

Easy to select signal source, volume and audibility range in the app or on a wall panel.
Portable event acoustics
BOSE S1 PRO

Want to give a speech to guests or play a song in a bar? The ultra-compact Bose S1 Pro is set up and ready to operate in a matter of seconds.

The system contains a 3-channel mixer, Bluetooth® streaming and a lithium-ion battery with an extra-long run time of up to 11 hours.

Background and foreground acoustics
BOSE DESIGNMAX

Outstanding sound, discreet design: Bose DesignMax systems can be used to deliver applications on any scale and to satisfy every performance requirement. DesignMax speakers offer rich lows and clear highs at any volume.

The speaker systems are available as in-ceiling, surface-mounted or pendant versions in black, white and with a surface that can be lacquered. A range of accessories allow them to be installed anywhere.

BOSE PANARAY MSA12X

The elegant and discreet Bose Panaray MSA12X systems offer excellent speech and music playback with even dispersion of sound even in large and high rooms.

Dancing and live music
BOSE AMM MULTIPURPOSE SPEAKERS
BOSE POWERMATCH AMPLIFIERS

Bose AMM systems feature a passive, coaxial two-way design and can be used in PA, monitor and delay applications. The AMM line comprises two full-range speakers and a subwoofer which require a Bose DSP or Bose power amplifier with DSP. High power and Bose Beamwidth Matching Waveguide technology create an exceptionally powerful sound experience for performers and audiences.

BOSE EDGEMAX

The EdgeMa in-ceiling speakers are designed specifically to be installed in corners and along the edges of rooms. Their defined sound dispersion of 90° or 180° makes them ideal for smaller areas or for installation above monitors/screens, for example.
System solutions for catering establishments

RESTAURANT | BAR | BISTRO | COFFEE SHOP | DANCE & LIVE MUSIC

Bose Professional audio solutions are used in catering establishments all over the world. Excellent sound and products that have been developed specifically for such applications along with a comprehensive service concept create the basis for the great success of Bose systems.

Bose Professional designs system solutions for every budget and performance class.

What you can expect from Bose:

- Design of an acoustic system that is perfectly attuned to the room acoustics
- Close cooperation and coordination with the operator, architect, and installation company
- Elegant, discreet design and maximum modularity
- Excellent sound at any volume
- Maximum intelligibility and even sound dispersion
- Very easy to operate
- EN54 Certified loudspeakers
- 5-year warranty on all Bose Professional installed sound products
- Professional installation and quick service from certified Bose partners on site

More information

Online

- All solutions and products
- International case studies
- User community und FAQs
- Software downloads/upgrades
- Accessories

>> PRO.BOSE.COM